
Cinema as Therapy: White Knuckles (2011) - a film by sabi

CINEMA THERAPY: immersive movies.

Often times we watch films to escape the world and be entertained, but there are films that also ask us to 
stop and think, pay attention, and look deeply at ourselves and our own lives through the souls of the 
characters portrayed on screen.  White Knuckles asks you for this kind of attention in order to allow the 
viewer to go deeper into the psyche of the characters, and watch real human change unfold.  It is an 
immersive form of cinema therapy -- watching a drama that allows us to reflect and adopt life lessons that 
are otherwise rarely depicted in contemporary cinema.

ABOUT FORGIVENESS: a parable

At itʼs core, White Knuckles is a story about forgiveness.  How can a couple after so many years forgive 
each other for wrongs that happened so long ago in order to heal?  How can a couple so late in their lives 
find it in their hearts to trust and love each other again?  These are struggles many individuals face in real 
life -- and in the story of White Knuckles, the need for change and personal growth drives the characters 
to certain extremes.  What results is a study in what happens to us if we in fact choose NOT to forgive, if 
we remain unchanged, and if we carry resentment in our hearts and minds until it makes our thoughts 
(and ultimately our actions) toxic and dangerous.  But it is at the same time a story about what happens if 
we break these cycles and can find forgiveness for what brought us pain and suffering.

BREAKING THE ROUTINE: exploring personal growth in our lives

In the case of this film, Julie is unable to express her feelings after years of being stifled and put back into 
the box -- and so her inner fantasies about her husband dying begin to manifest into frightening actions.  
Though her intentions are an effort to “wake-up” her husband from a lifetime of disengagement and non-
communication -- she goes to far.  Her actions represent a deepening, almost pathological process that is 
ironically destroying her as she attempts to poison her husband.  But it asks us to wonder: What does it 
take to stop and heal from this?  What does it take to grow and find love for oneʼs self again - in order to 
share that love with those present in your life?  

As the story continues, Julie is confronted with moral, physical and psychological  consequences that she 
did not anticipate, and is forced to look at her own life in new clarity.  Meanwhile, her husband William is 
deeply weighted by the guilts of his own wrong-doings throughout his life, and begins to legitimately 
experience his own mortality as a result of being poisoned.  This process of getting sick and the 
experience in the hospital opens William to a new vision on what could have been (if he was more 
present to his wife and his life).  Itʼs a feeling that so many feel at any stage in their life -- a yearning for 
something better -- knowing itʼs out there -- but being stuck in long-term routines that slowly injure our 
hope and hinder personal growth.  

HOPE: and real change

However, despite the darkness, White Knuckles is filled with healing, hope and above all -- redemption -- 
and these characters go through this brutal journey to emerge astoundingly anew.  Part of the reason why 
we pushed the drama to the limits is because we knew by the end we would explore real love, 
forgiveness and personal growth.  The film allows the viewer to experience these roller coaster emotions 
and feelings despite their age or background, as the characters are universal in their spirit and in my 
opinion deeply empathetic (despite their misguided actions or words).  



CREATIVE THERAPY: the process of making White Knuckles

It was most important to us as we made the film, to create a very safe atmosphere on set where real 
emotions and traumas could be shared and understood.  Larry Strauss has parkinsonʼs and we didnʼt 
want to push the limits if there was going to be real trauma or damage to any of the actors as a result.  So 
we ensured that there was no judgement in the highly creative and supportive environment we created, 
just a very deep collaboration in a family-like atmosphere that was charged with electricity.  

It allowed us to do some unique things in the production of the film, including shooting with guided 
dramatic improvisation in order to bring about the most honest performance we could uncover and depict.  
The actors were encouraged to go completely off-script and by design -- draw from their own lives to 
inform the voices of the characters.  What results is nothing short of beautiful, brutally honest, and 
spontaneously real.  Some viewers find the experience spiritual or ʻtranscendentʼ by the end of the film 
(which was captured as-it-unfolded).     

Itʼs interesting to note that once filming was complete, both Larry Strauss (William) and Martie Ashworth 
(Julie) felt a tremendous weight lifted from themselves personally -- and carried this warmth and levity in 
their own lives long after we wrapped the film.  Both have become champions of the film, as well as the 
work of the Sabi Company -- and we all are proud of the result of our collaborative efforts and thus call it 
“a film by SABI.”  Making White Knuckles transformed us and provided therapeutic benefits in being able 
to share this coupleʼs experience with each other, and create something truthful in the process.  

FOR GROUP DISCUSSION:

After screenings of White Knuckles, there often follows lively discussions on the film: what itʼs like being 
stuck in a dead-end relationship, what we can glean from the outcome of the story of William and Julie, 
and what their relationship could be like after this experience.  Everyone walks away from this film with a 
different and unique feeling and we welcome your thoughts, questions and comments.  Below is a 
worksheet to stimulate thoughts and conversations.  White Knuckles is a film that is meant to be shared -- 
and stays with the viewer long after it is complete, allowing us to fully digest the meaning behind the 
experience and what the power of forgiveness and unconditional love can do for us in our own lives.  

Sincerely,

Kevin K. Shah
Director
White Knuckles (2011) - a film by SABI

White Knuckles (2011) - a film by SABI will be available on DVD/Download at www.sabicompany.com this 
spring.  You can view the trailer at www.sabipictures.com

WORKSHEET ATTACHED:

http://www.sabicompany.com
http://www.sabicompany.com
http://www.sabipictures.com
http://www.sabipictures.com


CINEMA AS THERAPY WORKSHEET: White Knuckles (2011) - A Film by Sabi

Worksheet for Group Discussions on White Knuckles.*

1. Why do you think Julie may have felt like she couldnʼt tell her husband about what happened with the 
baby in the parking lot?

2. What did Julie see in her friend Dora that might have lead her to the idea of poisoning William?

3. What did Julie see in the man at the Hospital late at night?

4. What could you relate to in terms of Julie and Williamʼs relationship?  What was difficult to relate to?

5. What do you think William is ridden with guilt about, that in the beginning of the film heʼd contemplate 
death?

6. What do you feel about what was uncovered in the conversation with the Priest?

7. When did you stop/start empathizing with either/both of the characters?

8. What was the hardest scene to watch for you & why?

9. Who was wrong and who was right, and at what points in this story?

10. What is the role of nature in the film?

11. What did you love about this film?  What did you dislike?  Where did you feel indifferent?

12. What do William and Julie have in common with each other? With us?

13. What is it like to experience human suffering according to this film?  What can be the outcome as 
shown here?

14. If they were your friends, what would you encourage them to do in their daily lives to help break bad 
routines?

15.  Where did you find hope, redemption, and healing in this film?

16. What do you think happens after the last scene?  Have they changed?  What does the ending mean   
      to you?

17. What can be learned about forgiveness by the end of the film?  What can we take away for our own  
lives?

*Please do send any recordings & worksheet responses to info@sabipictures.com as we would love to 
include them on the White Knuckles website & continue the dialogue!
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